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We nd non-covariant local symmetries in the Abelian
gauge theories. The Noether charges generating these symmetries
are nilpotent as BRST charge and they impose constraints on the
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1 INTRODUCTION
The theory of gauge elds is based on symmetry principles and the hypoth-
esis of locality of the elds. The principle of local gauge invariance deter-
mines all the form of interactions and allows the geometrical description of
interactions[1]. But the quantization of gauge elds leads to the diculties
due to the constraints arising from the gauge symmetry. These diculties
of the quantization of constrained systems can be circumvented by the ex-
tension of phase space including the anticommuting ghost variables. In this
approach the original gauge symmetry is transformed into the so-called BRST
symmetry in the extended phase space[2]. Thus one expects this BRST sym-
metry must have the same role as the original gauge symmetry. In other
words, the BRST symmetry must determine all the form of interactions and
the algebraic and topological properties of elds in the quantum theory[3].
This extension of phase (or conguration) space may imply a larger class of
symmetry in an extended phase (or conguration) space. Indeed the recent
works[4, 5] reported the existence of new and larger symmetries in QED.
In this paper, we nd the non-covariant local symmetries in Abelian gauge
theories which are similar to the symmetry of the Ref.[4] discovered in QED
but ours are local. These symmetries are not included in the class of the
symmetry of Ref.[5] since our symmetries are non-covariant. In addition, we
nd that the Noether charges generating these symmetries are nilpotent as
BRST charge and they impose strong constraints on state space.
2 NEWBRST-LIKE SYMMETRY IN ABELIAN
GAUGE SYMMETRIES
Consider the BRST and anti-BRST invariant eective QED Lagrangian.
























































is the covarint derivative with the metric g

=
(1; 1; 1; 1): This eective Lagrangian has the rigid symmetries under
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sc = 0; sc = 0;
sc = b; sc =  b;
s =  iec ; s =  iec ;
sb = 0; sb = 0:
(2)
We introduced an auxiliary eld b to achieve o-shell nilpotency of the BRST
and the anti-BRST transformations. Then the nilpotent Noether charges




























The transformations (2) now can be dened as follows,
sF(x) = i[Q;F(x)g; sF(x) = i[

Q;F(x)g;
where the symbol [ ; g is the graded commutator. In the language of quan-
tum eld theory, the BRST chargeQ and the anti-BRST

Q are the generators
of quantum gauge transformation. In order to recover the probabilistic inter-
pretation of the quantum theory, we must project out all the physical states
in the positive denite Hilbert space. We achieve this goal asking for the
BRST invariance on an extended state space[6]:
Qjphys >= 0: (6)
Now, let us consider the BRST-like operators obtained by interchanging






























































g =  i; [;






Qg = 0; fQ;Q
c











































































Note that the nilpotency of this transformation holds only on-shell acting on
the ghost eld c. Remarkably, we can easily show that this non-covariant
local transformation is a symmetry of the Lagrangian (1). Under the trans-




































It can be shown that this symmetry generates the same kinds of the non-
covariant Ward identities as those of the Ref.[4] except that q
2
is multiplied.
Notice the symmetry (11) still holds true on o-shell regardless of the gauge
parameter . With the interchange c ! c, we can also obtain the antiform
of the symmetry (11) generated by the charge Q
c
. In the following we want





antiform of the symmetry generated by the charge Q
c
can be obtained by
the trivial substitution c ! c. Since the eective QED Lagrangian (1) is
4
invariant under the transformation (11), the physical state j	 > must also




j	 >= 0: (12)
If we have more than one supplementary condition such as Eq.(6) and Eq.(12),
we can deduce further supplementary conditions from them by taking (anti-

















gj	 >= 0: (13)
There is no more supplementary condition due to the Eq.(9) and the supple-





  )j	 >= 0 and bj	 >= 0: (14)
Evidently, these constraints on the physical state cover the previous con-
straints (6) and (12) since, if the constraints (14) are satised, the previous
ones are automatically satised. These two conditions are the same ones as
the Dirac's supplementary conditions[7] or Gupta-Bleuler condition in the
gauge xing function b[6].
The same kind of symmetries as QED also exist in the BRST Landau-
Ginzburg Lagrangian and the BRST Chern-Simons Lagrangian. The argu-
ment about the Landau-Ginzburg theory is exactly equal to the QED except
that a trivial modication of matter part, so we do not repeat them here.































The eective Lagrangian (15) is invariant under the BRST and the anti-
BRST transformations which is the same form as Eq.(2) in QED. The nilpo-






































































  ) _c + br
2
cg; (19)


















































































































The symmetry (20) still holds true on o-shell regardless of the gauge pa-
rameter . Of course, with the interchange c ! c, we can also obtain the
antiform of the symmetry (20) generated by the charge Q
c
. Since the Chern-
Simons Lagrangian (15) is invariant under the BRST transformation and
the transformation (20), the physical state j	 > of the Chern-Simons theory





j	 >= 0: (21)
These conditions induce an additional constraint on the physical state j	 >















gj	 >= 0: (22)
Consequently, the physical state j	 > of the Chern-Simons theory must








  )j	 >= 0 and bj	 >= 0: (23)
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These conditions are familiar ones with the anyon problem in the Chern-
Simons matter systems[8]. Let us nd the set of physical dynamical variables




;Hg = [;H] = 0g in the Chern-Simons
matter system. We immediately nd that any components of Chern-Simons
gauge elds A

are not physical and even any components of the eld tensor
F

are not physical, although they are gauge invariant[9]. The only physical










where V (x) is a longitudinal part of the gauge eld A
i









As the well-known fact, there exists no real excitation in the Chern-Simons
gauge eld itself. We have pointed out the importance of the expression
(24) about the physical matter elds for the construction of a physical anyon
operator in the covariant gauge in Ref.[9].
3 SOME REMARKS ON THE BRST-LIKE
SYMMETRY
In Sec.II, we presented non-covariant local BRST-like symmetry in Abelian







) = 0 and there is no reason to abandon locality






































One can easily verify, under the transformation (25), the eective actions
(1) and (15) also change by a total divergence like the previous ones. Thus
the above transformation represent another local symmetry existing in the
Abelian gauge theories, which is equivalent to the symmetries in Sec.II only
on shell. This symmetry still preserves the locality and corresponds to the
localized version of the equation (3) of the Ref. [5]. Based on the existence
7
of a local symmetry above, one may also expect the nonlocal symmetry cor-
responding to the local one as long as we demand good boundary conditions
on the elds [4](see also Ref. [5], especially Eq.(4)). In fact, the nonlocal
symmetries in the literatures [4] and [5] are examples showing the existence
under the special requirement with respect to the operators generating the
nonlocality [5]. In the subsequent paper[10], we will present the geometrical
interpretation of this symmetry.
In recent work [11], we have shown that there exist a straighforward way
to isolate physical Hilbert space with a positive denite norm through the
BRST cohomology. In the paper, we introduced the \co-BRST" operator un-
der a positive denite inner product and obtained the Hodge decomposition
theorem in the state space of BRST quantization. The co-BRST operator
in Ref.[11] is quite dierent from the symmetry discussed in this paper. The
BRST-like charges (7) and (8) can be used to rene the characterization of
physical states as Eq. (12) and Eq. (14), but they cannot be applied to the
problem to directly isolate the physical state with positive denite norm in
the sense of Ref. [11]. In the case of free QED, we have written down the
explicit form of the co-BRST operator using the mode expansion of eld op-
erators and shown it is a conserved operator. If a BRST hamiltonian in the
system under consideration is Hermitian, the co-BRST operator introduced
in our paper is in general a conserved charge, that commute with BRST
hamiltonian. Thus, there may exist a symmetry transformation generated
by the co-BRST operator. But it seems it is very dicult to express the
co-BRST transformation in the explicit form in conguration space even in
free theory and it is dierent from the symmetry discussed in this paper and
the literatures [4] and [5]. So it will be very interesting problem to invesigate
a larger class of symmetry including the co-BRST symmetry in the gauge
theories.
This work was supported by the KOSEF(94-1400-04-01-3 and CTP) and
by the Korean Ministry of Education (BSRI-94-2441).
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